CARVIN PA800.PA1200 3 CH POWER AMP

Notes:
1. ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS
2. ALL CAPACITORS IN MICROFARADS EXCEPT AS NOTED.
3. ALL DIODES ARE TYPE IN4001, EXCEPT AS NOTED.
4. Input ground balanced
5. earth ground relocated
6. bias transistors changed to Tp31n's
Rev A to B
Rev B to C is first production
Rev C is first production
Rev D is first production
Rev E add Speakons and "T" option.

Rev E add Speakons and "T" option.
1. ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS
2. ALL CAPACITORS IN MICROFARADS EXCEPT AS NOTED.
3. ALL DIODES ARE TYPE IN4001, EXCEPT AS NOTED.
4. Input ground balanced
5. earth ground relocated
6. bias transistors changed to Tp31n's
Rev A to B
Rev B to C is first production
Rev B to C is first production
Rev C is first production
Rev D is first production
Rev E add Speakons and "T" option.